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Abstract
Flexible ac transmission system (FACTS) controllers offer new opportunities to bet-
ter control power systems, and can address some of the critical challenges faced by the
grid, especially in the context of smart grids. Furthermore, the smartening of distribution
systems with distributed generation, storage devices, and intelligent loads have created
challenges for the operation of distribution feeders, which can be addressed adequately
with power-electronics based controllers and FACTS controllers for distribution systems.
However, the capital intensive nature of these controllers is a major obstacle for a wide
application of this technology in power systems. A cost effective FACTS controller has
been introduced in the literature, which yields operating characteristics similar to those
of the versatile Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC). This device consists of converters
as well as passive components, and is referred to as the Hybrid Power Flow Controller
(HPFC). The study of the HPFC and its performance in electric power systems requires
adequate and relevant models representing the device behavior according to the intended
studies, such as steady state or time-domain dynamic analyses; moreover, the benefits of
an HPFC are determined by its limits and operating constraints. Therefore, static and
dynamic models of the HPFC for transmission and distribution system applications are
proposed and studied in this work.
First, steady-state models of the HPFC for power flow and optimal power flow (OPF)
studies are proposed in this work, considering its multiple control modes and operating con-
straints. Thus, a strategy for control limit handling in power flow calculations is proposed,
while considering a discrete passive shunt capacitor bank in the device. Moreover, an OPF
model of the device is proposed and explained in detail, representing all the device control
and physical limits as constraints in the mathematical formulation, so that the HPFC can
be optimally dispatched as a part of the transmission system control assets; this model is
used to determine the optimal ratings of the device based on a cost–benefit analysis. The
proposed power flow and OPF models are tested and validated based on several loadability
studies on a two-area benchmark test system. The HPFC power flow model is also tested
and applied to a detailed model of Ontario grid and its neighboring networks with more
than 6000 buses. The analyses demonstrate the application of the models for planning and
operation studies, evaluating the performance and the effectiveness of the device based on
realistic studies and scenarios.
Second, the merits and the added value of the HPFC application to distribution systems
are discussed here through detailed modeling and time-domain simulations, examining its
impact on a distribution network under different conditions. Thus, a detailed dynamic rep-
resentation of the HPFC is developed and implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC, describing
iv
and proposing control strategies to properly operate this controller in distribution system
applications, such as an effective and simple procedure for starting-up the device. The
developed model is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the controller for solving prob-
lems in distribution systems, such as voltage sags associated with feeder faults and power
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The bulk of electric power delivered to electricity costumers is transferred through high-
voltage transmission lines and medium/low-voltage distribution networks, with each part
facing various challenges and issues in light of new regulations, requirements, and technical
developments in the context of competitive electricity markets and smart grids. In trans-
mission systems, high penetration levels of centralized renewable energy sources, strict
regulations and ever-changing demand patterns, as well as competition among electricity
market participants have created new and hard-to-predict flow patterns. Existing aging
transmission networks have not been designed to accommodate these power flows, which
many times push the grid to its capability limits; thus, an effective solution to address
this challenge has been devised based on power electronic components, referred to as Flex-
ible ac Transmission Systems (FACTS) [1]. On the other hand, at lower voltage levels
in power distribution networks, the smartening of the system with distributed generation,
storage devices, and intelligent loads have created challenges for the operation of distribu-
tion feeders, which can be addressed with power-electronics based controllers tailored for
distribution systems [2], [3]. Thus, several FACTS controllers have been proposed in the
literature, including Static Synchronous Compensators (STATCOMs), Series Static Syn-
chronous Compensators (SSSCs), and Unified Power Flow Controllers (UPFCs) and their
distribution-oriented counterparts [4]–[6]. Among these controllers, the UPFC is probably
the most versatile, as it can control various system variables independently, particularly
bus voltage magnitudes and transmission line active and reactive power flows [7], [8].
Although FACTS controllers have proved to be capable of controlling voltages and
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flows adequately, their capital-intensive nature has impeded their wide utilization in power
systems. For instance, as of today, only a few large and functional UPFC installations with
ratings greater than 10 MVA are reported in the literature. Thus, a cost effective FACTS
controller is introduced and presented in [9], which yields operating characteristics similar
to those of the UPFC while requiring a lower capital investment. This device consists of
converters as well as passive components (e.g. capacitor banks), and is referred to as the
Hybrid Power Flow Controller (HPFC). Compared to the UPFC, the savings stem from
a few structural differences between the two controllers, including the use of half-sized
converters and passive elements for supplying the bulk of the required reactive power.
The study of the HPFC and its performance in power systems at any voltage level re-
quires adequate and relevant models representing the device behavior based on the intended
studies, such as steady state or time-domain dynamic analyses. Moreover, the benefits of
an HPFC are determined by its limits and operating constraints; therefore, the impact of
the device limits on its performance must be properly considered in the associated models.
However, previously published works on the HPFC do not comprehensively discuss the
device’s modeling and its operating limits [9]–[12].
Given the interest by Hydro One [13] in studying the impact and benefits of introducing
an HPFC in the Ontario grid, this research work considers and proposes power flow, optimal
power flow (OPF), and detailed dynamic models of the HPFC. The power flow model
represents the device and its operating limits for power flow analysis, which is one of
the most widely used and important tools for power system studies. The OPF model
can be used in operation and planning studies to optimize the intended variables, while
respecting the capability limits of the HPFC and other components of the system. Finally,
an HPFC model appropriate for time-domain studies allows evaluating the overall dynamic
response of the system. Therefore, this research work provides essential tools and models
to comprehensively study the impact and benefits of integrating an HPFC into practical
power systems at different voltage levels.
1.2 Research Workflow
An outline of the research work presented here is depicted in Figure 1.1. It starts with
reviewing previously published literature on the subject, including several relevant works
on the modeling of the UPFC. Next, the basics of the HPFC and its structure are studied
through preliminary modeling and simulations. The various developed models are con-
stantly improved based on preliminary results and ongoing review of similar published
works. After several debugging iterations to correct shortcomings in the models, these can
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be implemented in different software packages based on the intended application, using
them to perform relevant and practical power system studies.
Figure 1.1: Work flow and different activities associated with the research work.
3
1.3 Literature Review
The HPFC with its main features and specifications were patented in the US in late 2005
under the title “Hybrid Power Flow Controller and method” [14]. In 2006, the main
developers and patent owners presented and published the idea and the description of
different components of the HPFC in a short paper in the IEEE Power & Energy (PES)
General Meeting in Montreal, Canada [9]. Thus, since the HPFC was introduced relatively
recently, there is a limited number of published works examining its modeling and operation
[9]–[12]. These references are reviewed next, together with other relevant publications on
the modeling of other related FACTS controllers, specifically the UPFC. Hence, one of the
objectives of the present work, motivated by the interest of Hydro One in the technology,
as previously mentioned, is to explore in detail the modeling and applications of the HPFC,
to expose industry and other researchers to its merits and potential uses in power systems.
this lack of exposure to the industry and other researchers is another reason that mo-
tivated the current research work.
1.3.1 HPFC
The device is introduced in [14], and in [9] an interesting geometrical representation of
the device’s operating region is presented by the HPFC patent owners. An electromag-
netic transients program (EMTP) model of the HPFC is briefly studied in [10], and
the performance of the HPFC for improving the power transfer capability of a system
is compared with that of the UPFC in [11], based on time domain simulations using
PSCADTM/EMTDCTM [15]. The authors in [12] implemented and studied the HPFC as
a stabilizer in Simulinkr [16], by connecting two SSSCs and a Static VAR Compensator
(SVC), without discussing in detail the control procedure and the device’s capability limits.
Therefore, the modeling of the HPFC and its operating limits for power system studies,
which typically require power flow, OPF, and dynamic analyses, have not been studied
adequately in the literature. Hence, given the interest on the application of this con-
troller by Hydro One, this research work concentrates on developing appropriate models
to comprehensively study the impact and benefits of the HPFC for the Ontario grid.
1.3.2 Similar FACTS Controller Models
Several valuable relevant works on UPFC modeling and associated limits have been re-
ported in [7], [8], [17]–[23]. Static and dynamic models of the UPFC are presented in
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[7] using modulation indices for power electronic switches. The controller equations are
combined with the system power flow equations sequentially and iteratively; however, con-
verters current limits are not considered in the reported simulations. In [17], the UPFC
series and shunt inverters are represented by voltage and current sources, respectively, and
a control scheme for the UPFC is proposed to maximize the active power flow through the
line; the device operational constraints are managed by changing the series voltage phase
angle accordingly. The authors assume that the voltage phasor at the shunt bus can be
used as a reference for the controller, ignoring the voltage dynamics of the system, which
may cause problems in a practical implementation. Steady-state power flow and voltage
control studies are reported in [18], in which an iterative technique is used based on ad-
justing the controller set points and parameters, using a sequence of power flow solutions
to handle controller limits in the power flow simulations; however, transients are ignored.
In [19], a FACTS controller is modelled as a fundamental frequency voltage source
behind a reactance. The device is included in power flow calculations by adding relevant
rows and columns to the system Jacobian. The limits on the device variables are checked
after the power flow solution, and if violated, a new dispatch is calculated for the controller
to remove the binding constraint. In other words, power flow solutions and sensitivity-based
re-dispatch are iterated until there are no limit violations. The impact of converters’ current
and voltage constraints on the performance of the UPFC in improving a transmission line’s
loadability is examined in [8] ignoring the transients. The authors in [20] geometrically
obtain a set of admissible solutions for a line with UPFC, assuming given parameters such
as sending and receiving end voltages as well as the desired active power flow; this is a
method that needs to be done offline and cannot be used to control the device.
In [21], a Newton-based power flow model is proposed for the UPFC considering its
internal limits and using an augmented Jacobian for the system; however, it is assumed
that the Jacobian matrix is accessible which is not always true. Finally, fundamental
frequency models of UPFC and other FACTS controllers are presented in [22] and [23]
for power flow and transient stability studies considering the converters limits and losses
ignoring dynamic behavior at the switch level. Also, in [24], different popular topologies
for converter-based FACTS are compared, and their benefits for integrating renewables
in distribution systems are illustrated; however, it is shown that economy concerns can
constrain the ratings of such controllers, resulting in limiting the possible applications of
these controllers in distribution networks.
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1.4 Research Objectives
The review of the current technical literature demonstrate the need for adequate HPFC
models for steady state and time-domain dynamic studies. Thus, the objectives of the
current research work are the following:
• Model the HPFC from the system point of view; thus, the device terminals should
be considered in the power flow model, to be consistent with what a system operator
requires from the device. The controllers internal variables should be properly repre-
sented to allow handling the device limits accurately, and thus modeling the multiple
control modes of HPFC operation in steady state.
• Integrate the developed model into a standard power flow program using a sequential
approach, thus allowing its integration into commercial power system analysis soft-
ware packages, such as PSSrE [25]. This will allow to study the steady-state impact
and benefits of the HPFC in a detailed and large model of the Ontario grid, based
on voltage profiles and loadability studies.
• Develop a model of the HPFC for OPF applications, considering the device ratings
and its control variables and limits directly. The proposed model will be used to
demonstrate its application in planning and operation studies, evaluating the per-
formance and the effectiveness of the device using in a test system, with practical
assumptions and scenarios applicable to practical systems.
• Develop a model and controls of the HPFC for time-domain dynamic analyses and
applications. This model will be used to study the dynamic performance of the HPFC
in an electric power distribution system, utilizing an Electromagnetic Transient anal-
ysis package such as PSCAD/EMTDC, evaluating and demonstrating the controller’s
response to contingencies and fluctuations due to the presence of renewable energy
resources in distribution networks.
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a background review on the concepts and tools used in this
research work, including various concepts associated with power flow and OPF mod-
eling and solutions. A brief review of voltage-source converters, and the HPFC ar-
chitecture, with its circuit model and associated operating modes, are also presented.
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Relevant software packages which can be used to carry out the studies preformed in
this research work are briefly discussed in this chapter as well.
• The proposed HPFC model for power flow applications is discussed in Chapter 3,
elaborating on an effective strategy to handle the operating limits in steady state.
Also, the results of integrating the HPFC in a two–area benchmark test system as
well as a detailed Ontario grid model are presented and discussed, including several
loadability studies to evaluate the performance and demonstrate the benefits of the
HPFC in steady state.
• The proposed HPFC model for OPF applications is presented in Chapter 4, consid-
ering the operating limits of the controller and the network in steady state. The
results of the application of the HPFC to a two–area benchmark test system are also
presented and discussed, including several OPF studies to evaluate the performance
and illustrate the benefits of optimally sizing and dispatching the HPFC.
• The proposed HPFC model for time-domain dynamic studies is discussed in Chap-
ter 5, describing and proposing control strategies to properly operate this controller
in distribution system applications, such as an effective and simple procedure for
starting-up the device. The dynamic model of the controller is applied to a bench-
mark distribution system to evaluate its performance under fault conditions as well
as flow fluctuations due to the presence of renewable energy resources.
• Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions and contributions of this thesis, and
suggests possible future research work.
• The appendices present relevant information and data of the test system compo-
nents and their corresponding controls used for simulations, including the two-area,




This chapter presents a background review of the concepts, models, and tools that are used
in this research work. First, the modeling approach and its required steps for the different
applications considered in this work are discussed. Then, the basics of power flow and
OPF formulation and solution methods relevant to the thesis are briefly presented. The
fundamentals of Voltage Source Converters (VSCs) and their basic controls are reviewed
next. Then, the general structure of the HPFC is discussed, highlighting its main features
and components, and finally, popular software packages used in this work are presented.
2.1 Application-oriented Modeling
The details of the modeling and implementation phases of this work are illustrated in some
detail in Figure 2.1. Modeling a component requires the knowledge of its behavior and
relevant dynamics for the intended time frame. The phenomena of concern to the scope
of this research work include dynamics relevant to electromagnetic transients as well as
the steady-state performance in power system studies, for which appropriate models are
developed. The intended application of the models determine the software packages and
the associated implementation needed for the proposed studies. In other words, based on
the intended application and required software package, the HPFC and its components are
modeled using available building blocks and library components.
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Figure 2.1: HPFC modeling and implementation overview.
2.2 Power Flow
Power flow calculations are used to determine the steady-state operating characteristics of
a power system for a given set of loads and a pre-specified generation dispatch [26]. The
solution provides information regarding voltage phasors, active and reactive power flows
in branches, and power injections at different system nodes.
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2.2.1 Problem Formulation




yklVl ∀k ∈ N (2.1)
where N is the set of all buses, Vl is the voltage phasor at bus m, and ykl represents the
(k, l) entry in the bus admittance matrix. The complex power at a bus k is then given by:





y∗klVl∠− δk ∀k ∈ N (2.2)
where P , Q, V , and δ represent injected active power, injected reactive power, voltage
magnitude, and voltage phase angle at a bus, respectively. The complex load flow equations
are non-analytical, i.e. they cannot be differentiated in complex form [27]; therefore, the
problem is usually written in the form of real equations and variables. Thus, assuming








Vl(Gkl sin δkl −Bkl cos δkl) ∀k ∈ N (2.4)
where Gkl and Bkl are real and imaginary parts of ykl, and δkl = δk − δl.
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) define the relationship between four main variables at each
bus. Hence, the buses are classified based on the variables that are known at those nodes:
• Load bus (PQ): The active and reactive power demands are assumed to be known
from load forecasts or measurements. Voltage magnitude and phase need then to be
computed.
• The voltage controlled bus (PV): voltage magnitude is held constant at a pre-specified
value, and the injected active power is also known; generator buses are good examples
of these types of buses. In this case, Q and δ need to be computed. Voltage regulation
capability may be lost when the bus capability limits are reached forcing the bus to
become a PQ bus.
• Slack (swing) bus: The voltage magnitude and phase angle are known at this bus.
P and Q are calculated at this bus.
This classification yields enough equations and known variables to be able to solve the
associated set of nonlinear power flow equations defined by (2.3) and (2.4).
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2.2.2 Solution Methods
There are different methods available for solving the nonlinear power flow equations iter-
atively, such as Gauss-Seidel (GS) and Newton-Raphson (NR) [26]. There is no “perfect”
method and each one has its advantages/disadvantages; however, NR is the most popular
one, because of its accuracy and low number of required iterations. The basics of this
method are explained next.
The NR method iteratively improves the values of unknown variables through first-order
approximations of the corresponding nonlinear functions. In other words, the nonlinear
power flow equations are linearized for small variations in the variables V and δ and
solved iteratively using a Jacobian matrix, which contains the derivatives of the nonlinear
functions (2.3) and (2.4) representing P and Q as functions of V and δ. This iterative
procedure is repeated until the error between the obtained values of (2.3) and (2.4) at
two consecutive iterations becomes smaller than a threshold, at which point the algorithm
stops and results are reported. One important drawback for the NR method is that its
performance is strongly affected by the starting value of the variables; for instance, a flat
start for a large system usually yields convergence problems. Hence, care must be taken
to properly initialize the NR solution process.
2.2.3 FACTS Controller Integration
FACTS controllers, as versatile power flow controllers, are required to be adequately mod-
eled and included in power flow calculations. There are two general approaches to incorpo-
rate power-electronics-based devices, such as High Voltage dc (HVDC) transmission lines,
in these calculations, namely, unified and sequential solutions [27].
Unified Solution
The unified approach combines the equations pertaining to the power-electronics-based
subsystem (e.g. HVDC, UPFC) with the power flow equations of the main system. This
set of equations may then be solved using standard approaches such as NR, thus solv-
ing simultaneously the equations of the subsystem and the main system. Therefore, the
impact of the subsystem’s internal equations on the terminal voltages and their relation
with the rest of the system is properly included in the solution procedure. However, the
integration of new components in existing solvers is not always feasible or desirable due
to the complexities and costs associated with reprogramming already developed packages.
Hence, a sequential solution approach has been developed, as explained next.
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Sequential Solution
The sequential approach considers the main system and the intended subsystem sequen-
tially in the power flow solution procedure. In other words, starting from an initial state for
the system, the main system is solved assuming that voltages and flows at the subsystem’s
terminals are set at their initial values. The subsystem is then solved using the computed
system values at its terminals, checking for any subsystem limit violations; its terminal
voltages and flows are then modified to resolve any violations, if necessary, before passing
the results back to the main system solution routine. This procedure is iterated until the
error on the subsystem terminal values between two consecutive iterations becomes smaller
than a pre-specified threshold.
The convergence characteristics of sequential and unified approaches are almost iden-
tical if the main system is strong with stiff voltage magnitudes [27]. However, for weak
systems, convergence of sequential methods is problematic. Thus, the performance of the
sequential solution method relies on the behavior of terminal voltages that link the sub-
system’s internal equations to those of the main system. In this case, adequate techniques
to address this issue should be developed, so that the sequential method is made more
reliable.
2.3 Optimal Power Flow
The economic operation of power systems can be achieved using an OPF approach, with
operating costs being minimized as an objective function [28]. This framework can also
be used to determine the optimal ratings/locations of new installations during design and
planning studies.
System operational and security constraints as well as operating limits are usually







s.t. F (δ, V,QG, PG, PD, QD) = 0 (2.5b)
H(δ, V,QG, PG, PD, QD) ≤ 0 (2.5c)
PGkmin ≤ PGk ≤ PGkmax ∀k ∈ G (2.5d)
QGkmin ≤ QGk ≤ QGkmax ∀k ∈ G (2.5e)
Vkmin ≤ Vk ≤ Vkmax ∀k ∈ N (2.5f)
where Ck (·) stands for the generator k production cost, which is typically a piecewise-
linear quadratic function; F (·) corresponds to the network power flow equations and other
equality constraints used to model embedded systems such as FACTS controllers; H (·)
represents transmission system limits, such as line flow limits, and other limits of embedded
components; N and G stand for the set of all buses and generators, respectively; PD and
QD correspond to the active and reactive power demand; PG and QG represent the active
and reactive powers of generators; and V and δ are the bus voltage phasor magnitudes and
angles.
The objective function and/or constraints are nonlinear. Thus, the OPF formulation
is a nonlinear problem, requiring nonlinear programming (NLP) methods for its solution.
These types of problems are inherently difficult to solve, because:
• An optimum is not necessarily at the edge of a feasible region (unlike linear program-
ming), and can be anywhere in the feasible region.
• The feasible region may be discontinuous, with multiple parts, which complicates the
solution process.
• It is usually not possible to find a global optimum, so that the solution is usually a
local optimum. Hence, different starting points may lead to different final solutions.
For example, the problem might seem to be infeasible when starting from a given
initial point, even though there may be actually a solution.
There are few software packages available with robust solvers to solve large NLP prob-
lems, such as AMPL and GAMS [29], [30]. The software package for solving optimization
problems used in this work is AMPL, which is an algebraic modeling language for linear
and nonlinear optimization problems, using the Knitro solver [29].
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Figure 2.2: Simple diagram of a VSC with bi-directional switches.
2.4 Voltage Source Converters
A VSC is shown in Figure 2.2 in its basic form, comprising six bi-directional switch elements
composed of an IGBT and an anti-parallel diode, which are typically turned on/off based
on carrier and modulating signals in a Pulse Width Modulating (PWM) approach to yield a
desired voltage at the converter output. The PWM switching frequency ws is high enough
to facilitate filtering while limiting losses and noise interference.
2.4.1 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
The converter operates with alternatively connecting and disconnecting the switches on the
same leg creating a square-shape waveform at the output vga, using ON/OFF commands
for these switches obtained from a PWM strategy [31]. In other words, the reference
signal is compared with a high-frequency periodic triangular signal called carrier signal;
the intersections of these two signals determine the switching instances of the converter
switches. The frequency of the carrier signal should be significantly greater than the rate
of change in the reference signal.
2.4.2 Harmonic Filter
The output voltage of the converter before the filters changes rapidly between +Vdc/2 and
−Vdc/2 (or 0 and Vdc depending on the reference), and is hence not the sinusoidal waveform
that a power system requires. Hence, a harmonic filter, which includes the inductance of
the transformer at the converter output, is used to eliminate most of the high-frequency
harmonic contents and deliver a waveform close to a sinusoidal at the network terminals.
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Figure 2.3: LC harmonic filter.
A simple LC filter for Phase a, for example, is shown in Figure 2.3, where vga is generated
by the switches and vta is the filtered output. The filter’s capacitor is not essential, but, it
is useful to decrease the harmonic contents of the output current.
It is important to note that the filter affects the fundamental harmonic as well, and thus
its impact on the output voltage and current should be considered. The filter is designed
based on the output rating and ripple requirements as well as the switching frequency.
Hence, according to a basic design procedure outlined in [32], the inductor L is calculated
to limit the maximum current ripple, while assuring that the voltage drop does not exceed





where fs = ws/(2π) is the switching frequency. The capacitor C, if used, is obtained based





where fr is the resonance frequency of the filter, and can be assumed to be a decade lower
than fs. The resistor R mainly represents the controller losses, including transformers,
which should not exceed 2% of the converter rated power.
2.5 HPFC
The architecture of a typical installation of the HPFC is shown in Figure 2.4 [9]. The
core of the device is a variable shunt susceptance accompanied by two converters and their
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Figure 2.4: The HPFC Architecture.
transformers. In this figure, the shunt device can be an SVC or a passive (switchable)
capacitor bank. The converters share a common DC link to exchange active power. If the
active power loss inside the device is ignored, its net exchange of active power with the
system is zero. The converter outputs as well as the shunt susceptance are changed to
regulate the power flow through the associated line, and consequently the power exchange
between the two line terminals. If there is another corridor between the two line terminals,
parallel to the one with the HPFC, the power flow through that corridor can be controlled
indirectly using this device. The HPFC can also be used to regulate its terminal voltages.
Power and voltage regulation is feasible as long as the device stays within its capability
limits.
The controller is assumed to be lossless, which is equivalent to a constant voltage for
the dc link; however, the current references can be slightly altered to account for the
losses. Therefore, the loss can be addressed separately by the dc voltage control loop
without loss of generality. The sum of active powers generated by the converters, given
that the internal losses are neglected, should be zero, which dictates a zero net active power
exchange between the device terminals and the grid [20]. This approximation removes the
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need for a separate iterative loop in simulation studies [19].
2.6 Software Packages
There are several commercially available software packages that can be used for the power
system analyses required in this research work. The tools used in this research are described
next.
2.6.1 PSAT
The Power System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) is a MATLAB-based software package for
power system analysis [33], [34]. The main components and features of PSAT are:
• Power flow.
• Continuation power flow
• Optimal power flow.
• Small signal stability analysis.
• Time domain simulation.
• A graphical user interface.
• User defined models.
• FACTS models.
• Wind turbine models.
• Conversion of data files from several Formats.
• Export results to different formats; interfaces to GAMS and UWPFLOW programs
[35].
• Command line interface.
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This toolbox is freely available under a public license, which makes it a useful tool for
researchers and educators. The toolbox model library is quite comprehensive and includes
most of the components required for power system studies. However, the main advantage
of this package is that its source code is open for modification. Moreover, it is based on
MATLAB, so that most of the familiar and powerful MATLAB-coding tools and toolboxes
can be used in conjunction with PSAT for power system analysis.
2.6.2 PSSrE
PSSrE is a popular power system analysis software from SIMENS Energy Inc. [25]. It can
be used for the following planning and operation studies:
• Power flow.
• OPF.
• Balanced or unbalanced fault analysis.
• Dynamic simulation.
• Market tools.
• Transfer limit analysis.
• Network reduction.
This software is popular in industry, with many system operators using this package as
their standard analysis tool.
2.6.3 AMPL
AMPL offers a text-based environment that can be used to solve optimization problems
efficiently [29]. This software package integrates a modeling language for describing opti-
mization data, variables, objectives, and constraints, and provides a command language
for debugging models and analyzing results. It uses packaged solvers to find a feasible
solution for the optimization model. These solvers can accommodate a variety of problems
with different mathematical models including linear, non-linear, mixed-integer, and etc.
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The Knitro solver is used in this work, which is primarily designed for finding local
optimal solutions of large-scale, continuous nonlinear problems [36]. In general, it can be
used to solve all of the following classes of optimization problems:
• Unconstrained.
• Constrained.
• Linear programming problems (LPs).
• Systems of nonlinear equations.
• Mixed integer problems.
• Models with complementarity constraints.
This solver mostly uses interior point methods for solving nonlinear optimization problems.
However, there are two other main solution methods that Knitro can use, namely, Sequen-
tial Quadratic Programming (SQP) and the branch and bound algorithms; the latter is
used to solve mixed integer problems. It is interesting to note that the inclusion of com-
plementarity constraints in an optimization model for power system studies is important,
since reactive power limits of generators may be modeled using these types of constraints
in certain OPF models [37]. The AMPL software package is not completely free of charge,
but it can be obtained and used at a very low price for academic and research purposes.
2.6.4 PSCADTM/EMTDCTM
The EMTDC (Electromagnetic Transients including DC) software allows to model and
solve differential equations for electromagnetic and electromechanical systems in the time
domain [15]. Solutions are calculated based on a fixed time step, and its program structure
allows for the representation of control systems. The simulator is wrapped in a graphical
user interface and is referred to as PSCAD, which allows the user to graphically assemble
the circuit, run the simulation, analyze the results, and manage the data in an integrated
graphical environment. Studies that can be conducted using PSCAD/EMTDC include:
• Contingency studies of AC networks and its components.
• Control system design and modeling of FACTS and HVDC systems.




Relevant concepts, methods, and tools required for this research work were reviewed in
this chapter. First, a general overview of the modeling approach used here and its differ-
ent stages based on the intended application and target software package were presented.
Next, the basics of steady-state power system analyses, namely, power flow and OPF, were
discussed; the integration of FACTS controllers into these analysis techniques was also dis-
cussed, highlighting some related computational implications. Then, a simple architecture
of the VSC with its main components, i.e. switches, filter, and typical control approaches
were reviewed before providing a general overview of the HPFC. Finally, several relevant
software packages used in the research work were also briefly described.
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Chapter 3
HPFC Power Flow Modeling
This chapter presents and discusses the power flow model of the HPFC developed for
steady-state studies of power systems, and presents and discusses the results obtained
when applying this model. The numerical studies presented here are carried out using
a two-area benchmark system as well as a detailed model of the Ontario-Canada grid,
showing the effectiveness of the controller in regulating power system variables.
3.1 Model and Control
Power flow solutions for a power system provide essential steady-state information on
the phasor voltages and power flows in the system, with all existing components being
represented and included in the calculations. The HPFC is included sequentially in the
power flow calculations presented here, to insure that its operating limits are properly
represented without compromising the power flow performance, as discussed in Section 2.2.
The flow chart of the intended power flow studies is illustrated in Figure 3.1. It starts from
an initial known solution for the grid, which is used to solve the system using PSSrE’s
solver, assuming that voltages and flows at the HPFC terminals are set at their initial
values. The equations for the controller are then solved using the computed system values
at its terminals, checking for any internal limit violations. The terminal voltages and
flows are then modified to relieve any violations and define the controller operating mode,
if necessary, before passing the results back to the main system solution routine; this is
carried out here using a custom Python code [38]. This procedure is iterated until the error
on the HPFC terminal values between two consecutive iterations becomes smaller than a
pre-specified threshold. Finally, the results are reported so that the impact of the HPFC
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Figure 3.1: Power flow solution procedure for the Ontario grid with the HPFC.
on the system can be analyzed. The implementation of this approach is explained in detail
in [39].
Figure 3.2 shows the equivalent circuit model for the HPFC in a two-area system. A
variable shunt susceptance with two series voltage sources represent the main components
of the device. Voltage phasors V1 and V2 represent the device terminals (1 and 2) which
are connected to the associated system. The two areas are represented by their Thevenin
equivalents at the device terminals; the leakage reactances of the controller series trans-
formers are included in the equivalent Thevenin impedances.
Four modes for controlling the device are possible, i.e. PVV, PQQ, V, and Z as per
Figure 3.3. The topology of the device is the same in PVV and PQQ modes. In the PVV
mode, setpoints for P , V1, and V2 values are defined, while in the PQQ mode the P , Q1,
and Q2 values are defined. It is important to note that when the device limits are reached
and it is in the PQQ mode, the values of P , Q1, and Q2 are obtained by the limit handling
strategy discussed later and are not known beforehand.
In the V mode, the powers cannot be regulated because of the device limits being
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Figure 3.2: Circuit model for the HPFC in a system.
reached, and the device turns into a shunt voltage regulator with the two series voltage
sources bypassed. The voltage setpoint in the V mode can be assumed to be the same
value as in the PVV mode, if both terminals were set to identical values, with the voltage
regulation being achieved by changing the variable shunt susceptance. This shunt suscep-
tance may reach its limit at certain power transfer level; therefore, the device at that point
is seen by the network as a fixed shunt, and is thus referred here as the Z mode. Observe
that in V and Z modes, V1 = V2 = VM and VX = VY = 0.
The main operating limits of the device need to be considered on the following variables
and parameters, as per Figure 3.2:
• The device main current magnitudes: IS and IR.
• Inverter voltage magnitudes: VX and VY .
• Shunt device voltage and susceptance magnitudes: VM and BM .
In practical cases, the maximum allowable values for VX and VY is small (e.g. 0.05 p.u.),
to keep the inverter rating and price as low as possible. Thus, the limit for VM = |VM | =
|V1 −VX | = |V2 −VY | is dependent on the terminal voltages V1 and V2. Note that the
currents flowing through the series branches (IS and IR) and their magnitude limits are
handled directly without the need to deal with other parameters, including small trans-
former impedances, which is known to cause numerical instabilities [1]. The limit control
strategy for IS, IR, VX , VY and BM is explained next.
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Figure 3.3: Four control modes of the HPFC: (a) PVV, (b) PQQ, (c) V, and (d) Z.
There are four control modes for the HPFC, as previously mentioned, with the default
control mode being the PVV mode, in which the active power flow and the voltage magni-
tudes at the device terminals are independently controlled. However, based on the system
conditions and the device operating limits, the HPFC may have to switch to other control
modes, with the device operating constraints increasingly being relaxed as it moves from
PVV to PQQ, to V, and finally to Z control.
The transitions between its four control modes are shown in Figure 3.4. The device
usually starts operating in the PVV mode, where setpoints for P , V1, and V2 are defined.
If the device reaches its limits on at least one the main variables, i.e. IS, IR, VX , or VY ,
the controller switches to PQQ mode, in which setpoints for P , Q1, and Q2 are defined
to resolve the limit violation, so that these values are close to those corresponding to the
PVV mode, as explained in Section 3.1.2. The HPFC continues operating in the PQQ
mode until the limit violations cannot be resolved by the modification of the P , Q1, and
Q2 setpoints, at which point the device switches to V mode. The control modes PVV and
PQQ are closely related, since the device topology is the same in these two modes.
In the V mode, the two series voltage sources in Figure 3.2 are bypassed, and the voltage
magnitude at the shunt bus VM is regulated at a given level by using the variable shunt
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Figure 3.4: Transitions between the four HPFC control modes.
susceptance BM ; in this mode, V1 = V2 = VM , so that the terminal voltages are considered
to be regulated as well. This voltage regulation is feasible as long as the shunt device is
capable of providing the required BM value, but this is not always possible because of the
limited shunt device capability, at which point BM is fixed and the device switches to Z
mode. In this mode, the device has its minimum regulation capability and behaves as a
passive fixed shunt susceptance in the system.
The path from the PVV mode through PQQ, V, and Z modes can be associated with
a gradual increase in the HPFC loading. In this case, the device responds to the higher
demand by relaxing more operating constraints to avoid exceeding the device ratings.
However, a recovery is also possible when the loading level allows and stricter regulation
becomes feasible. For instance, the device may switch to PQQ mode from V or Z modes if
the largest current flowing through the series branches is below the corresponding inverter
limit. Similarly, in Z mode, if the voltage recovers, the control switches to V mode. The
HPFC is always initialized for power flow studies in PVV mode by default. This mode
switching logic is explained in detail next.
3.1.1 PVV Mode
In this mode, the device is assumed to regulate the active power flow and the terminal
voltages at a given level; this is feasible as long as the device stays within its capability
limits. Figure 3.5 shows the flowchart of the control strategy; in the case of a limit violation
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that is not relieved by changing BM (see Section 3.1.2), the device is assumed to switch
to the PQQ mode, so that the limit violations can be resolved in the new mode. In the
case of a non-convergent power flow, the control mode is switched to V mode, which is
a conservative approach that considers all possible scenarios before declaring a true non-
convergent power flow.
3.1.2 PQQ Mode
The proposed strategy for the PQQ mode tries to keep currents and voltages at the same
time away from their limits. The approach is based on the sensitivity of the device power
injections with respect to its internal voltage and current magnitudes. In this strategy,
BM can be considered to be a discrete parameter. The flowchart of the proposed strategy
is illustrated in Figure 3.6, showing how the internal voltages and currents are modified
to bring the device within its limits; this is accomplished using the sensitivity analysis ex-
plained next. It is critical to start with a reasonable value for the shunt device susceptance
BM ; thus, a proper value should be choosen first, as discussed later.
New values for P , Q1, and Q2 are calculated using a sensitivity matrix G and the
magnitude of the limit violation. These new values are used to run a power flow, which
if it converges, the results are checked for any limit violation; otherwise, the incremental
step is halved, and the power flow analysis is repeated. This procedure is iterated a few
times (e.g. mmax = 2) until convergence is achieved; limit violations are also checked
iteratively for a few iterations (e.g. nmax = 2). In either of these loops, if the maximum
iteration number is reached without achieving convergence or resolving the limit violation,
the control mode is switched to V mode to relax power regulation; otherwise, the final
results are displayed.
PQQ Setpoint Calculation
The desired P , Q1, and Q2 values and the sensitivity matrix G are determined as follows:
From Figure 3.2, P , Q1, and Q2 can be obtained as follows:
P = Re {(VY + VM) I∗R} (3.1)
Q1 = Im {(VX + VM) I∗S} (3.2)






Figure 3.5: Control strategy in PVV mode.
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Figure 3.6: Control strategy in PQQ mode.
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Therefore, their derivatives can be obtained, assuming that the devices terminal voltages
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where o refers to the starting values of all required variables, and the factor K has a value
of 0.5 in the iterative process, with m representing the loop counter in Figure 3.6.
Improved Sensitivity Matrix
The derivatives in the previous section were obtained assuming that the internal variables
are isolated from the rest of the system; in other words, the power flow equations of the
rest of the system were ignored, which under stressed conditions is not true. However,
the maximum allowable values for VX and VY are usually small (e.g. 0.05 p.u.), and these
variables are quite sensitive to changes in the terminal voltages. Therefore, using the tech-
nique presented in the previous section may lead to convergence problems, especially when
the system is stressed. Thus, G can be improved by using derivatives with respect to VX
and VY that considers voltage changes at the device terminals, since one can demonstrate













and similarly for the corresponding Q1 and Q2 derivatives. In (3.8) and (3.9), α is a scalar
(e.g. α = 0.5) introduced to further reduce the step in the iterative procedure presented in
Figure 3.6, and thus improve convergence.
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Figure 3.7: Voltage phasor diagram.
Choosing the BM Value
The voltage magnitude on the inverters outputs depends on the shunt device voltage and
thus the value of BM . Therefore, a “good” BM value facilitates relieving the voltage limit
violations. This is the first step depicted in Figure 3.6 before the iterative procedure
described previously. The procedure to determine BM value is explained next.
Based on the terminals voltages available from a previous power flow solution, an
approximate working guess of VM (and BM) can be obtained as follows: Figure 3.7 depicts
an exaggerated diagram of the voltage phasors. The smallest values for VX and VY are
achieved when VM lies between VM1 and VM2. Therefore, to have VM within this interval
or close to it, first VM1 and/or VM2 are obtained using an initial guess for BM to see if
these yield feasible VX and VY ; if not, the interval between VM1 and VM2 is halved,
with the resulting VM yielding new VX and/or VY phasors. If these VX and/or VY are
within their magnitude limits, then the associated value of BM is computed; otherwise, the
algorithm continues bisecting the interval until a feasible result, if it exists, is obtained, or
a certain maximum iteration number (e.g. 3) is reached. The minimum VX +VY is used to
choose the direction while halving the interval. The desired BM value is calculated based
on the obtained value for VM ; for discrete values of the shunt device, the closest step to
the calculated value is chosen and used in the next step.
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3.1.3 V Mode
In this mode, the two series voltage sources (see Figure 3.2) are bypassed and V1 = V2 = VM .
The voltage magnitude at the terminals are regulated at a given level using the variable
shunt susceptance BM , with no active power flow control by the device. Thus, the power
flow is run assuming the device terminals and the shunt bus merged into one bus with a
regulated voltage magnitude. As shown in Figure 3.8, if the power flow does not converge,
the control mode switches to Z mode; otherwise, the largest of the input and the output
currents (IS and IR) are checked with respect to the inverters current limits. If it is
within the limits, the device recovers and switches to PQQ mode; otherwise, based on
the reactive power injection at the shunt bus obtained from the power flow analysis, the
required BM value is calculated. Since the shunt device has a maximum limit, if the
calculated BM exceeds this value, the shunt susceptance is fixed at BMmax, and the control
mode is switched to Z mode. Otherwise, the control remains at V mode and final results
are displayed. Note that if BM is discrete, the voltage setpoint in the V mode will vary
accordingly.
3.1.4 Z Mode
The Z mode corresponds to the HPFC at its minimum regulating capability. The BM in
this case is fixed at its maximum value and V1 = V2 = VM , and thus the device can be
represented as a passive fixed shunt susceptance in power flow analyses as illustrated in
Figure 3.9.
3.2 Results and discussions
The results of applying the discussed HPFC model to address congestion problems in a two-
area benchmark test system and in the Ontario-Canada grid are presented in this section.
In these studies, the power setpoints are varied and the voltage setpoints are chosen to
be the same or very close to the values corresponding to the base-case conditions. This
approach provides a meaningful and yet simple template to study and compare the power
flow results without and with the added HPFC. The power flow studies of the two-area
system are performed using PSAT [33] and PSSrE [25]. The power flow studies of the
Ontario system are carried out using PSSrE. The detailed power flow model is integrated
into the standard PSSrE solver using a custom Python code [38], which was used to
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Figure 3.8: Control strategy in V mode.
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Figure 3.9: Control strategy in Z mode.
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Figure 3.10: Two-area test system.
introduce the mathematical model and procedure required to represent the HPFC within
PSSrE, as explained at the beginning of Chapter 3.
3.2.1 Two-area Test System
A modified version of Kundur’s two-area test system is used here [40]. The system is
loosely based on the Ontario network, representing the main generators, loads, and east-
west system interconnections. Figure 3.10 shows the single-line diagram of the system,
and the associated data can be found in Appendix A. The system was chosen because it
is composed of two areas connected by a tie-line with two corridors, which can be readily
used to demonstrate and study the application of the HPFC.
The HPFC is connected between Bus 13 and Bus 8 in the lower corridor. The controller
is assumed to start in PVV mode, i.e. with three setpoint values for its active power flow
and the voltage magnitudes at its terminals. The voltage magnitudes of the system before
introducing the HPFC are used here as the setpoints without loss of generality; note that
the setpoints can be set arbitrarily as desired by the operator or based on a chosen dispatch
policy.
Loadability studies are performed assuming Bus 9 and Bus 2 as a power sink and a
source, respectively, to analyze the impact of the HPFC on the test system. Thus, the
power transfer between these two nodes is increased until the power flow cannot be solved,
gradually increasing the load in 0.1 p.u. steps. The required HPFC parameters used here
are the following:
• Maximum current magnitudes (IS and IR): 2 p.u.
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Figure 3.11: PV curves at Bus 9 of the two-area system with and without HPFC.
• Maximum voltage magnitude for the converters including transformers (VX and VY ):
0.04 p.u. (9.2 kV).
• Discrete shunt susceptance with four equal steps (0.2 p.u. each): 0 ≤ BM ≤ 0.8 p.u.
• Active power share of the lower corridor with respect to the total tie-line flow: 25%.
• Voltage magnitude setpoint at the terminals: 0.9557 p.u.
The maximum loadability of the system at Bus 9 increases from 2.04 p.u. (204 MW)
to 2.4 p.u. (240 MW), i.e. almost 20%, when introducing the HPFC. In this study, the
sensitivity matrix G is determined based on the procedure discussed in Section 3.1.2. The
voltage profile at the sink Bus 9 is depicted in Figure 3.11, with and without the HPFC;
observe that the HPFC improves the maximum loadability and voltage profile.
The HPFC control modes and BM values at different operating points are shown in
Figure 3.12. Note that the device starts in the PVV mode, and switches to different
modes according to the system requirements at different operating points as the load
increases. At the last four operating points, the HPFC has exhausted its capability limits
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Figure 3.12: HPFC control modes and BM as the loading level increases for the two-area
system.
and thus behaves as a fixed shunt susceptance in the Z mode. Observe that the algorithm
transitions to the best feasible mode using the available shunt susceptance steps, based on
the procedures depicted in Figures 3.5–3.9.
Figure 3.13 shows the active powers flowing through the lower and upper corridors
between the two areas, as well as their sum. Note that the HPFC is installed on the lower
corridor, thus controlling the power transfer in the corresponding line according to the
chosen setpoint.
3.2.2 Application to Ontario-Canada’s Grid
A detailed model of the Ontario-Canada system is used here to examine the use of the
HPFC model within a realistically large system, motivated by the interest in and relevance
of these studies to Ontario’s Hydro One and Independent Electricity System Operator
(IESO), who provided input for these studies. The prospective HPFC installation would
provide system operators with the ability to control the flows and adequately regulate the
voltage profile in the grid, thus providing congestion relief at peak-demand and voltage
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Figure 3.13: Active power flow in the tie-line corridors connecting the two areas of the test
system.
support in the case of contingencies. Therefore, the performance of the HPFC under real-
istic conditions and scenarios are studied here, and the results are presented and discussed
next.
Network Model
The base-case dataset for the grid was obtained from the IESO, and contains information
for a power flow solution at a peak demand period [41]. It spans the power network from
New Brunswick to Kentucky, including Ontario, New York, and areas in between. It has
6895 buses, 38085 branches, 1890 generator units, and a total load of 267 GW.
Potential HPFC Locations
Based on the input from the IESO, the following four locations on the Ontario grid were
studied for the potential HPFC installation, given that the associated lines are prone to
congestion problems discussed in Appendix B:
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a. A 115 kV double-circuit in the Ottawa region.
b. A 115 kV double-circuit in Bell River.
c. A 115 kV double-circuit in the Burlington area.
d. Two 220 kV double-circuits around Trafalgar supplying Toronto, the main load center
of the province.
The approximate locations of these lines are marked on the provincial grid map shown
in Figure 3.14 [41]. All of these locations have parallel circuits that allow to analyze the
power flow regulation capabilities of the HPFC.
Each of the four suggested locations was studied with a hypothetical HPFC installation,
and the impact of relevant contingencies (trip of one of the parallel circuits) was investi-
gated. These studies showed that all of these locations are suitable for the installation
of the HPFC and would benefit from its addition; however, only the results pertaining to
Location d are presented here, since the loading of this circuit is significantly greater (and
closer to its limits) compared to the other locations, so that, the impact of the controller
can be better examined under normal and contingency conditions. Furthermore, the circuit
associated with this location is a crucial link in the grid supplying the main load center
of the province, and future demand increases would further stress this interconnection.
Therefore, the presented studies for this location are of significant interest and relevance.
Power Flow Results
The double-circuit at Location d connects Trafalgar to Richview, a suburb of Toronto,
with each of the parallel circuits carrying roughly 270 MW in the base case. Hence, the
HPFC is assumed to be installed on one of the circuits (Line 1), thus controlling its flow
directly and the flow of the parallel circuit (Line 2) indirectly. The voltage magnitudes
at the controller terminals are assumed to be regulated around a given setpoint, since the
controller is considered to start in PVV mode. The basic HPFC parameters used here are
the following (100 MVA, 220 kV base):
• Maximum current magnitudes (IS and IR): 5 p.u.
• Maximum voltage magnitude for the converters including transformers (VX and VY ):
0.05 p.u.
• SVC-based shunt susceptance: 0 ≤ BM ≤ 1.5 p.u.
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Figure 3.14: Ontario map and potential installation locations of the HPFC
[41].
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• Range of active-power control in Line 1 with respect to the base case (maximum line
rating of 719 MW): 20%–260% (54 MW–700 MW).
• Voltage magnitude setpoint at the terminals (slightly higher than the base-case value
of 1.109 p.u.): 1.119 p.u. Note that the voltage magnitudes for the base-case in the
Ontario grid correspond to the actual system values provided by the IESO.
To study the impact of the HPFC at the chosen location, the active-power setpoint
is gradually increased from 54 MW to 700 MW, while the rest of the system remains
intact. Note that this study is different from what was presented in Section 3.2.1, since the
load/generation is not altered, with the HPFC regulating flows and voltage magnitudes
according to given setpoints. Figure 3.15 shows the active powers flowing through Lines 1
and 2 as the controller setpoints change, until it reaches its capability limits and switches
to PQQ mode; this figure highlights the direct and indirect controls over the flows through
parallel circuits using the controller.
Figure 3.16 shows BM and the HPFC control modes highlighting the transition between
PVV and PQQ modes. The descending BM values in PVV mode indicate the increasing
need for reactive power at the sending end (Trafalgar) as the active power flow increases.
The voltage magnitudes at Trafalgar and Richview remained fixed at their initial values,
indicating a stiff system at the lines’ terminals.
The change in the active power losses in the Ontario system with the HPFC and
different controller setpoints with respect to the base case is illustrated in Figure 3.17.
Note that the impact on the system losses is not considerable, due to the stiff nature of
the Ontario grid, the sizing of the controller, and the fact that the setpoints chosen for the
HPFC approximately match the base-case values.
Figures 3.15 and 3.16 also show the powers, control modes, and BM values for the
controller when Line 2 is tripped, i.e. under contingency conditions. Observe that the
controller reaches its limits and changes control modes at lower transfer rates, with the
maximum power transfer level saturating at a lower value, as expected.
3.3 Summary
The steady-state model of the HPFC for power flow studies was presented in this chapter,
including its multiple control modes and various operating limits. The controller’s appli-
cation to a two-area test system as well as the Ontario-Canada grid addressing congestion
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Figure 3.15: Active power flow in the parallel circuits at Ontario’s grid Location d.
problems in these networks were discussed in some detail. The presented analyses demon-
strated the performance, effectiveness, and feasibility of the controller to solve congestion
issues in a real grid.
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Figure 3.16: HPFC control modes and BM as the loading level increases for Ontario’s grid
Location d under: (a) normal, and (b) contingency conditions.
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Figure 3.17: Change in active power loss in the system with the HPFC at Ontario’s grid
Location d with respect to the base case.
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Chapter 4
HPFC Optimal Power Flow Modeling
This chapter reports on a detailed model of the HPFC for OPF studies for controller ratings
and dispatch purposes. The model is discussed first, properly representing the current and
voltage ratings of the device and its components as well as different operating limits of the
network. This model is then applied to a benchmark two-area test system using AMPL as
the optimization problem solver, with the presented results demonstrating how the HPFC
is rated and dispatched within the feasible region, while keeping the controller within its
limits and satisfying the desired control objectives.
4.1 Model
The optimal power dispatch for a system can be calculated using an OPF formulation; the
objective of this optimization problem is usually the maximization of social welfare or the
minimization of production costs. System operational and security constraints as well as
operating limits are usually included in an OPF formulation. Hence, mathematically the
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PGk − PDk =
∑
l∈N
VkVl(Gkl cos(δk − δl)




VkVl(Gkl sin(δk − δl)
−Bkl cos(δk − δl)) k ∈ N (4.1c)
PGkmin ≤ PGk ≤ PGkmax k ∈ G (4.1d)
QGkmin ≤ QGk ≤ QGkmax k ∈ G (4.1e)
Vkmin ≤ Vk ≤ Vkmax k ∈ N (4.1f)
where Ck (·) stands for the generator i production cost, which is typically a quadratic
function; N and G represent the set of all buses and generators, respectively; PD and
QD stand for the active and reactive demand, which are assumed fixed here; PG and
QG represent the active and reactive powers of generators; Gkl and Bkl stand for line
parameters; and V and δ correspond to the bus voltage phasor magnitudes and angles.
Line flow limits can also be included in this model; however, for the purpose of the studies
presented here, these were not considered, without loosing generality.
A lossless HPFC is considered here as part of the transmission system assets for dispatch
purposes. In this context, the device can be represented in the OPF using the following
power and circuit equations associated with Figure 3.2:
PHPFC1 = Re {VHPFC1I∗S} (4.2)
PHPFC2 = Re {VHPFC2I∗R} (4.3)
PHPFC1 = PHPFC2 (4.4)
VHPFC1 = VX + VM (4.5)








Where HPFC subscript refers to the HPFC terminals. Proper ratings of the device imply
a symmetrical loading on the series inverters, since both are assumed to share the load
equally; this results in the following constraint:
|VX − VY | ≤ ε (4.8)
where ε is a small tolerance. Furthermore, the ratings of the converters and the shunt
capacitor impose limits on the voltage magnitudes VX and/or VY , and current magnitudes
IS and/or IR, and BM ; these limits can be modeled through the following constraints:
0 ≤ VX ≤ VXmax (4.9)
0 ≤ VY ≤ VY max (4.10)
0 ≤ IS ≤ ISmax (4.11)
0 ≤ IR ≤ IRmax (4.12)
0 ≤ BM ≤ BMmax (4.13)
Adding the HPFC equations and constraints (4.2)–(4.13) to (4.1) yields the full OPF model
of the system including the HPFC for dispatch purposes, which was implemented here in
AMPL and solved using Knitro solver as discussed in Section 2.6.3. The solution of this
optimization problem can be used to determine:
• The power dispatch of the system at minimum cost or maximum social benefit.
• The optimal setpoints of the HPFC control variables, including terminal voltage
magnitudes and the device power flows.
In other words, the OPF solution yields an optimal power dispatch and the HPFC optimal
control setpoints, corresponding to the lowest system operating costs for the assumed
constraints. Also, this formulation, with proper bounds for the HPFC constraints, is used
here to determine optimal ratings of the device in design and planning studies for the given
system constraints.
4.2 Results
The generators in the area to the right of Figure 4.1, i.e. Buses 3 and 4, which are closer
to the demand centre, are assumed to be more expensive than the generators in the left
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Figure 4.1: Two-area test system for OPF studies.
area (Buses 1 and 2), as per the system data provided in Appendix A. This uneven pricing
allows to study the financial impact of the tie-line transfer capability, to be relieved by the
introduction of the HPFC.
The ratings of the HPFC can be first obtained using the OPF formulation. Thus,
assuming a shunt capacitor, which would represent the HPFC in Z mode, the maximum
allowed values for the controller’s main variables obtained by solving the OPF are ISmax =
IRmax = 2 p.u., and BMmax = 0.8 p.u. (these values were used in the power flow studies in
Chapter 3). The voltage ratings of the series converters, however, cannot be obtained this
way, since an upper bound is needed due to converter voltage constraints; hence, an upper
bound of 0.10 p.u. (23 kV) was assumed for the series-converter voltage ratings, to keep
the controller ratings and price reasonably low, and ten different values were considered for
VX and VY limits in increments of 0.01 p.u., so that the optimal controller voltage ratings
can be determined through multiple OPF solutions, as described next.
The loading level at Bus 9 is gradually increased in 0.3 p.u. steps up to its maximum
feasible value of 4.8 p.u. (480 MW), obtained from solving the OPF model; without the
HPFC, the maximum value is 4.2 p.u. (420 MW). Note that the maximum loading is
different from the one presented in Section 3.2.1, since the OPF problem yields optimal
active and reactive power dispatches for the generators, resulting in better overall voltage
profiles. The active powers flowing through the lower corridor are shown as the load
increases in Figure 4.2 for different series-converter voltage ratings; as expected, higher
voltage ratings can accommodate higher power transfers between the two areas.
Observe that as the voltage ratings decrease, the HPFC loses power control at lower
demand levels, since the device reaches its current limits sooner, as expected. Note that
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Figure 4.2: Active power flow on the lower corridor of the two-area system for different
HPFC voltage ratings.
the OPF analysis directly yields the optimal setpoints associated with the HPFC operating
mode (typically PVV mode).
Figure 4.3 compares the difference in average hourly production costs between the
systems with and without HPFC for different voltage ratings, which can be regarded as
hourly operating savings. From these hourly savings, the expected annual operation savings
due to the device installation can be calculated using the typical load duration curve
depicted in Figure 4.4 [41], where the maximum and minimum load levels in this curve
are mapped to the maximum and minimum load levels chosen from the loadability study,
illustrated in Figure 4.2, to cover a year (100% on the time axis of Figure 4.4). Note that a
load duration curve provides the percentage of the total time that load is greater or equal
to a certain load level; thus, the savings should be the weighted sum of those savings with
respect to the percentage of the time that the load is assumed at a certain level as shown
for different HPFC voltage ratings in Figure 4.5. The expected annual operation savings
due to the device installation are shown in Figure 4.6(a). Observe that the savings increase
as the voltage ratings increase, as expected. A cost-benefit analysis is presented next.
The unit cost of converters and their installations depend on several factors; however,
in general, a figure of $50,000/MVA can be considered as a reasonable estimate for the
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Figure 4.3: Hourly savings in the two-area system compared to the case without HPFC
for different HPFC voltage ratings.
Figure 4.4: Typical annual load duration curve for the two-area test system.
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Figure 4.5: Hourly-mapped savings in the two-area system for different HPFC voltage
ratings.
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Table 4.1: Hardware cost calculations example
S [p.u.] S [MVA] Unit [$ k] No. Cost [$ k]
Converter
Irated 2 p.u.
0.12 12 50 2 1,200
Vrated 0.06 p.u.
Cap. Bank Brated 0.8 p.u. 0.8 80 10 1 800
Construction 2,000
Total 4,000
hardware cost [42]. For the capacitor banks, this figure is close to $10,000/MVAr. The
total installation costs can be roughly approximated as double of the hardware costs, which
mainly accounts for the construction costs [43]. For example, the estimated cost for an
HPFC installation with voltage ratings of 0.06 p.u. is shown in Table 4.1.
One can compare the effect of different voltage ratings by subtracting the installation
costs from the savings in Figure 4.6(a), resulting in the cost-benefit curve depicted in
Figure 4.6(b), which has a maximum at a 0.04 p.u. voltage rating. Observe that the
estimated benefits for the first year would be already positive in this case, thus justifying
the introduction of the HPFC in the test system.
Brief Cost Comparison
Although the main focus of this work is to provide the tools and models to facilitate
comparisons between the HPFC and other similar FACTS controllers, this section presents
a brief comparative analysis. The figures provided here give a general overview of the
performance and impact of the HPFC on the system with respect to other available FACTS
options. It should be added that the presented numbers are based on the costs reported
in the published literature as well as private communications with industry partners and
contacts [44].
Table 4.2 shows approximate cost figures for SVC, STATCOM, UPFC, and HPFC
with similar ratings normalized with respect to the cost of the UPFC. Moreover, these
controllers offer different benefits and performance characteristics for the system; in other
words, they can regulate various variables, and thus, offer different degrees of freedom to
the system operator as shown in the table. Observe that the HPFC could provide a similar
performance to that of a UPFC with approximately a third of the prospective costs [9].
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Figure 4.6: Annual economic analysis for different voltage ratings: (a) Savings, and (b)
cost-benefit.
4.3 Summary
A detailed model of the HPFC for OPF studies was presented in this chapter. The current
and voltage ratings of the device and its components as well as different operating limits of
the network were represented properly in the model. The model was applied and studied
in a two-area benchmark system, using AMPL with Knitro as the optimization problem
solver. The results demonstrated how the controller can be optimally rated and dispatched,
within all required operating and HPFC constraints, while minimizing the desired objective
Table 4.2: Comparison of different FACTS controllers




HPFC with Capacitor Bank 30% 3
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This chapter models and studies the dynamic behavior of the HPFC and its components
and necessary controls under different operating conditions. Considering the various and
prominent challenges faced by electric power distribution systems in the context of smart
grids, and the capital-intensive nature of a FACTS installations at the transmission level,
in this chapter, the focus is on the application of the HPFC to distribution system. The
controller is modeled and implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC, with all its control strategies
and associated systems, using a distribution test system based on the North American
CIGRE distribution benchmark network. The results illustrate the effective performance
of the controller for the improvement of voltage sags triggered by fault conditions, and
regulation of power fluctuations due to renewable energy resources.
5.1 HPFC Modeling and Control
The operation of the HPFC within limits, in PVV or PQQ mode, yields three degrees
of freedom available for deployment as discussed in detail in Chapter 3; this is the basis
of modeling in this chapter. The detailed modeling and control scheme of the controller
are discussed in this section, considering that the dynamic control of the HPFC directly
regulates system currents. Thus, based on the power flow setpoints and other system
variables, current reference points are obtained and fed into the main control loop to
achieve the desired output. Furthermore, a master-slave control scheme is proposed here
to regulate the shunt voltage magnitude while controlling the output power flow variables,
since regulating the shunt voltage is necessary to keep the ratings of the converters low
and thus make the controller more affordable.
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Figure 5.1: Current reference based on power setpoint.
The HPFC converters exchange active power through the dc link, with the flow through
the link and losses in the controller components affecting the dc voltage level; thus, proper
operation of the controller requires dc voltage regulation, which can be achieved via a
separate control loop. Finally, a control procedure is required to start up the HPFC. All
these different controls are described in detail next.
5.1.1 Current Control
The current reference is obtained based on the system measurements and power flow set-
points provided by the operator, as discussed in Chapter 4. In Figure 5.1, assuming that
active and reactive power output at the HPFC terminal (e.g. Terminal 2) is given as the
setpoint in PQQ mode, the dq components of the current reference are obtained. The
effect of the transformer turn-ratio as well as its phase shift, based on the connection type,
should be included in the calculations. Limiter blocks at the output remove any unrea-
sonably large values or spikes. An auxiliary signal ∆Pdc/2 can be added to the active
power reference point to account for internal losses and the dc-link voltage regulation, as
explained in Section 5.1.4.
The closed loop control of current is realized using proportional-integral (PI) controllers
in the dq-reference frame. The output of the current control loop provides a voltage setpoint
which is compared with a modulating triangular signal to create switch firing signals based
on a PWM scheme.
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In Figure 2.3 depicting the VSC filter, if the switching frequency ws is significantly
larger than R/L and the filter parameters are chosen properly, then the high-frequency
components of the input does not contribute significantly to the output and the ripple
would be small. Under this assumption, the relationship between the in/out voltage and
current in the dq-reference frame of the VSC can be written as follows, based on Figure 2.2:
Vgd = Vtd + wLItq +RItd − w2LCVtd +RCwVtq (5.1)
Vgq = Vtq − wLItd +RItq − w2LCVtq −RCwVtd (5.2)
These equations can be considered as an open-loop system with the currents Itdq = [Itd Itq]
T
as the output and voltages Vgdq = [Vgd Vgq]
T as the input, with the control objective being
the regulation of Itdq . This can be achieved via the closed loop system shown in Figure 5.2,
in which the reference command is compared with the measured value, and the error signal
is passed through a PI controller to generate the desired output. The outputs of the PI
controller and the control loop must be limited properly.
The parameters Kp and Ki of the PI controllers can be chosen to cancel the pole created
due to the presence of the filter L at the output of the converter. Therefore, the equivalent
control path from the current reference to the output value becomes a first-order lag with
a time constant τ . Thus, based on the values of the circuit elements R and L, and the








It is important to note that the time constant τ should be small to provide a fast current-
control response; however, this should be large enough so that 1/τ is considerably smaller
than the switching frequency ws [31]. The upper constraint is required to be able to neglect
high order harmonics, so that the output follows the fundamental-frequency component of
the reference signal.
5.1.2 Terminal Voltage Control
In the previous section, it was assumed that reference values were provided for active and
reactive power flows at the device terminals for the HPFC in PQQ mode, as per Figure 5.1.
However, for distribution system applications, it is better to control the voltage magnitude
at a given controller terminal rather than controlling the reactive power supplied/absorbed,
due to the importance of maintaining adequate voltage profiles in distribution networks, so
that the HPFC normally operates in PVV mode. Therefore, a control loop for regulating
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Figure 5.2: Current control loop.
the voltage magnitude at the device terminal (e.g. Terminal 2 in Figure 3.2) is required,
as shown in Figure 5.3, where the reference voltage for V2 is compared with the measured
value, and the error signal is passed through a PI controller to generate the required reactive
power reference in Figure 5.1.
The described control approach requires a nested (hierarchical) control structure; there-
fore, the closed loop bandwidth of the outer loop (voltage control) should be adequately
lower than the inner current control loop. In other words, the PI-controller parameters are
chosen so that the time constant of the voltage control loop is considerably larger than the
current-control loop time constant τ .
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Figure 5.3: Terminal 2 voltage control loop.
5.1.3 Shunt Voltage Control
The voltage magnitude on the inverters output depends on the shunt device voltage. It
is desirable to keep the ratings of the converters low and thus affordable; therefore, it
is important to be able to control the shunt voltage within an acceptable range while
achieving the desired power flow setpoints. As stated previously, the HPFC can control
three independent variables among the terminal variables (e.g. P2, Q1, and V2 in Figure 3.2);
hence, one of these degrees of freedom can be used to regulate the shunt voltage VM instead
of a reactive power (e.g. Q1).
The closed-loop control of the shunt voltage can be accomplished as follows: The control
scheme for one of the converters (e.g. Converter 2) is preserved, as explained in the previous
sections; namely the terminal active power and voltage magnitude are regulated at the
controller terminal. Hence, the reference values used in the control loops of the other
converter (e.g. Converter 1) can be obtained based on the desired active power flow and
shunt voltage magnitude as well as the measured currents at the other terminal (e.g.
Terminal 2). Referring to the parameters and variables defined in Figure 3.2, this control
scheme can be realized using the following set of equations:
2V 2MB
2
M = (ISd − IRd)2 + (ISq − IRq)2 (5.4a)
P1 = Pref (5.4b)
VM = VMref (5.4c)
This set of equations after simplification results in equations in the dq domain, which
have two sets of solutions for the current setpoint associated with two Q1 reference values,
which in turn are associated with two VMdq = [VMd VMq]
T values equal in magnitude and
180◦ out of phase; a solution can be chosen based on the design requirements or operator
preferences. Similarly to Figure 5.1, the current reference should be limited and corrected
for the transformer ratio and connection type before being used in the current control loop
shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: DC voltage control loop during steady state.
5.1.4 DC Regulation
The dc-capacitor connecting the two converters provides a path to exchange power between
them, while regulating the power flows at the HPFC terminals. However, the voltage level
across this capacitor has a direct impact on the converters’ performance. The controller
losses and any net power flowing in/out of this capacitor would change its voltage and
thus, might compromise the performance of the controller. Therefore, it is important to
monitor and control the dc-voltage level Vdc by compensating for losses and the charging
and discharging of the dc capacitor through the converters.
A PID (proportional-integral-derivative) controller is used here to regulate the dc-link
voltage, since its steady-state error is zero and the transient performance is well-damped
due to the derivative block, as the feedback from the dc-capacitor current is proportional to
the derivative of the capacitor voltage. This is accomplished by changing the active power
setpoints of the converters by the ∆Pdc/2 shown in Figure 5.4. In other words, using the
auxiliary signal in Figure 5.1, ∆Pdc is shared equally between the converters to minimize
the deviations from the original setpoints.
5.1.5 Start-up Control
It has been so far assumed that the dc-link is charged and initialized prior to the device
utilization. Although one could use an external converter or energy storage device to
initially charge the HPFC dc capacitor, a cold start-up is possible using the initialization
procedure explained next.
The proposed charging procedure starts by using the anti-parallel diodes of one of the
converters as a 3-phase diode rectifier bridge to charge the capacitor to a certain voltage
level in an uncontrolled way. Then, the switches are appropriately controlled to charge
the dc capacitor up to a desired voltage level. The control does not need to be precise,
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Table 5.1: DC-link start-up procedure
Stage Activity
I Uncontrolled charging using diode rectifiers.
II Charging to a given level through switch control.
III DC-link control deactivated (buffer zone).
IV DC-voltage regulation in normal operation using PID
controller (Section 5.1.4).
since it only serves to initialize the dc link. There is a buffer zone in which there is no
dc-link control before the normal dc-regulator loop is activated, thus allowing Vdc to reach
its steady-state value. Therefore, there are four stages in the proposed start-up procedure
as shown in Table 5.1. The results presented in the next section show that this strategy is
quick, as it reaches steady state in seconds; flexible, as it can be tailored to any system;
and economic, since no auxiliary systems are required.
In Table 5.1, Stages I and III are straightforward, and Stage IV was discussed in
Section 5.1.4. Regarding Stage II, it is preferable to charge dc capacitors with a constant
current instead of a constant voltage [45]. Note that the main control loop (Figure 5.1)
accepts power setpoints; therefore, it is necessary to translate a constant current to a power
input during the dc charging in Stage II. Hence, the balance of power based on average
values ignoring losses yields:
Pin = VdcIdc (5.5)
where Idc is the dc-link current, and Pin is the charging power flowing into the converter










where Vdc0 is the initial dc voltage achieved using anti-parallel diodes in Stage I. Substi-






= αt+ β α, β > 0 (5.7)
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This power is given as an input to the power control loop in Figure 5.1, so that Pref =
−Pin(t), with Qref = 0; in other words, the reference power would linearly decrease. Note
that (5.7) is an approximate formulation based on average values and does not result in
an ideally fixed charging current; regardless, the proposed charging procedure is effective
and simple to implement.
5.2 Results
The HPFC can improve a distribution system in two main and distinctive ways, namely,
it can supply/absorb reactive power and improve voltage profiles, and it can also regulate
active power flow in a specific corridor. Therefore, in this section, the HPFC performance
is studied in a distribution system under fault conditions, which lead to sudden voltage
changes, and in the presence of intermittent energy resources, which cause active power
fluctuations [46].
5.2.1 Test System
The performance of the controller under different operating conditions is demonstrated
using a 12.7 kV test system based on the CIGRE benchmark for medium voltage distribu-
tion networks [47]. The system and the controller at the switch level are implemented in
PSCAD/EMTDC using standard library components [15]. The general schematic of the
test system is shown in Figure 5.5, with its data provided in Appendix C; the total load
is assumed to be balanced, distributed among the buses connected via feeders modeled as
coupled-pi sections.
Switches S1 and S2 are assumed to be open; thus, there is no connection between
Buses 8-14 and 6-7. Switch S4 can connect a solar photovoltaic generator (SPVG) to Bus 5,
as discussed in Section 5.2.4 [48]. Switch S3 has three possible positions, namely, open
(O), closed (C), and closed through an HPFC (H), thus, creating three different system
configurations; these study scenarios are referred here to as O, C, and H, respectively. The
values of the main parameters of the HPFC are shown in Table 5.2.
5.2.2 DC Start-up and Regulation
The dc link of the converters needs to be initialized during the HPFC start-up and be
properly regulated, as presented and discussed in this section. Thus, as mentioned in
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Figure 5.5: Single line diagram of the distribution test system.
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Section 5.1.5, the anti-parallel diodes of one of the converters charge the dc capacitor to
a certain voltage to start up the controller. The dc link voltage is shown in Figure 5.6a
with different sections depicting the various stages of the proposed start-up procedure, and
Figure 5.6b illustrates the dynamics of the average current in the dc capacitor.
In Figure 5.6a, observe that the dc-link is initially charged to 1.7 kV, which is the peak-
to-peak line voltage available on the primary side of the transformer, using the diodes of
Converter 2 in Stage I. Note that the voltage curve resembles that of a charging capacitor
through an RC circuit, saturating at some point. With the available initial voltage Vdc0,
Converter 2 can then control the capacitor charging (Stage II). Thus, assuming Idc ' 1 kA
and a maximum Vdc = 2.7 kV, α and β in (5.7) can be obtained, and a linearly decreasing
Pref can be set in Figure 5.1. The dc-capacitor current during this process is highlighted in
Figure 5.6b; observe the initial bump in the current around t = 0.5 s due to the controller’s
shunt ac capacitor, since Converter 1 is off and thus Converter 2 provides a current path for
the shunt capacitor through the secondary side of the transformer. Note that the charging
current peak should be considered during the converter design phase and for the choice of
switches, so that the momentary charging current does not significantly exceed the rated
current of the VSC switches.
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In Stage III, the dc-control is deactivated and Vdc is allowed to drop to its steady-state
value of 2.5 kV, as shown in Figure 5.6a; this stage creates a buffer zone between the start-
up procedure and the normal operation of the HPFC. Finally, in Stage IV, Converter 1 is
connected and normal operation of the controller with regulation of Vdc starts roughly at
t = 0.75 s, when the dc voltage reaches its nominal value.
5.2.3 Fault Conditions
During faults in distribution systems, voltage sags appear in feeders, which can be mitigated
using FACTS [49], as presented here for the HPFC. A voltage sag is defined as a voltage
drop below a threshold of typically 90% of a declared value, with a duration longer than
half a cycle and less than a minute [50]. This can be characterized using the following











where T is the duration of the event, V (t) is the voltage at the point of interest, and Vnom
is its nominal value. The voltage sag energy index EV S is related to the energy that has
not been delivered during the sag. For repetitive sags, which are common in distribution
systems, an approach based on standard ride-through capability curves can be used [51].
A three-phase fault at Bus 6 is applied at t = 2 s, and is cleared after 50 ms; this fault
can be due to a tree branch that causes a brief resistive short circuit, as frequently occurs
in distribution systems with overhead feeders. The voltages at Buses 5 and 11 are shown
for the three O, C, and H scenarios in Figure 5.7; observe that the voltage profiles improve
with the HPFC. The voltage sag energy index is calculated and added for all the load buses
for the three system configurations, and the results are shown in Table 5.3, indicating a
considerable reduction in EV S with the HPFC. Note that there is no significant difference
between the results for cases O and C.
5.2.4 Intermittent Resources
The reports and analyses of the recent solar eclipse in North America recommend better
flow control and power regulation capabilities in the system to improve the system response
to predictable and unpredictable fluctuations in the variable output of renewable energy
resources [52], which can be accomplished with the HPFC, given its effectiveness to regulate
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Table 5.3: Voltage sag energy index for cases O, C, and H




power flows. To demonstrate this, an SPVG with variable power output is connected to
Bus 5 [48]; at full capacity, the unit can equivalently generate 2.8 MW at unity power
factor.
The SPVG is modeled using balanced 3-phase current sources in phase with the voltage
phase angle measured at the point of connection, to represent pure active power injection
associated with an SPVG in PQ mode. To accommodate this extra power generation the
system loading is increased at Bus 8 by 1 MW. As depicted in Figure 5.8, in this study,
the SPVG unit is initially at steady state, operating at full capacity; at t = 3 s, the SPVG
output suddenly drops to zero to represent sudden and significant cloud coverage; and at
t = 4 s, the SPVG gradually ramps up to its initial full level by t = 4.5 s.
The three S3 configurations, i.e. O, C, and H, result in the active power flows between
buses 4 and 11, normalized with respect to pre-event values, illustrated in Figure 5.8; for O
where S3 is open, the flow is zero. Case C shows the response of the system to the change
in the power injection at Bus 5. Finally, with the HPFC in the system in Case H, the
active power flow remains regulated at the pre-event value as desired. Figure 5.9 depict
the current magnitudes at the HPFC terminals to better examine the response of the
controller in this case. Note that the dq components of the currents follow the pertaining
references with a delay of approximately 4τ .
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, a detailed dynamic model of the HPFC and its controls were proposed,
developed, and implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC, including a simple and effective start-
up procedure for the controller. The model was used to examine the impact of the device
on a benchmark distribution test system under two different conditions, namely, a fault
causing a momentary voltage sag, and power flow fluctuations due to a solar photovoltaic
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generator. The results showed the capability of the controller to improve a distribution




Figure 5.6: (a) DC-link voltage and (b) average current during start-up stages (Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.7: Bus voltage magnitudes during a fault for (a) O, (b) C, and (c) H cases.
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Figure 5.8: Impact of solar power change on Line 4-11 flow: a) SPVG output, b) system








6.1 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis studied and proposed power flow, optimal power flow (OPF), and detailed
dynamic models of the HPFC, which is a cost effective FACTS controller effective in regu-
lating power system variables at different voltage levels. This controller which consists of
converters as well as passive components such as capacitor banks is more economical com-
pared to other similar FACTS controllers, while providing similar regulation capabilities.
Relevant concepts, methods, and tools required for this research work were reviewed
in Chapter 2. First, a general overview of the modeling approach used in this thesis and
its different stages based on the intended application and target software package were
presented. Next, the basics of steady-state power system analyses were discussed, namely,
power flow and OPF; the integration of FACTS controllers into these analysis techniques
was also discussed, highlighting some related computational implications. Then, a simple
architecture of the VSC with its main components, i.e. switches, filter, and typical control
approaches, were reviewed before providing a general overview of the HPFC. Finally, several
relevant software packages used in the presented research work were also briefly described.
The steady-state model of the HPFC for power flow studies was presented in Chapter 3,
including its multiple control modes and various operating limits. The controller’s appli-
cation to a two-area test system as well as the Ontario-Canada grid addressing congestion
problems in these networks were discussed in some detail. The presented analyses demon-
strated the performance, effectiveness, and feasibility of the controller to solve congestion
issues in a real grid.
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A detailed model of the HPFC for OPF studies was presented in Chapter 4. The
current and voltage ratings of the device and its components as well as different operating
limits of the network were represented properly in the model. The model was applied and
studied in a two-area benchmark system, using AMPL with Knitro as the optimization
problem solver. The results demonstrated how the controller can be optimally rated and
dispatched, within all required operating and HPFC constraints, while minimizing the
desired objective function based on realistic pricing parameters.
In Chapter 5, a detailed dynamic model of the HPFC and its controls were proposed,
developed, and implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC, including a simple and effective start-
up procedure for the controller. The model was used to examine the impact of the device
on a benchmark distribution test system under two different conditions, namely, a fault
causing a momentary voltage sag, and power flow fluctuations due to a solar photovoltaic
generator. The results showed the capability of the controller to improve a distribution
system’s response using time-domain simulations.
In conclusion, the proposed power flow model to represent the device and its operating
limits for power flow analysis, which is one of the most widely used and important tools for
power system studies, would be useful for the analysis of HPFC applications in practical
grids. The presented OPF model could be used in operation and planning studies to
optimize grid and HPFC variables, while respecting the capability limits of the controller
and other components of the system. Finally, the proposed HPFC model and controls
appropriate for time-domain studies and applications would allow evaluating and utilizing
the controller in dynamic system functions, especially in distribution systems. Therefore,
the outcome of this research work provides essential models and controls to comprehensively
study and apply HPFC in practical power systems at different voltage levels and purposes.
6.2 Contributions
The main outcome and contributions of this research work are the following:
• Models and Controls: Developed concise, proper, and practical mathematical formu-
lations and controls of the HPFC for different practical applications and time frames,
i.e. steady-state and electromagnetic transients, considering the capability limits of
the device operation and its various controls.
• Software Implementation: Implemented the proposed models in research and com-
mercial software packages used for power flow, OPF, and time-domain analyses, in
particular, AMPL, PSAT, PSSrE, and PSCADTM/EMTDCTM.
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• Practical Studies and Applications: Demonstrated the use and applications of the
proposed models and controls for practical systems and studies, especially for distri-
bution systems and Ontario’s grid, to evaluate the practical impact of the HPFC on
these system, including potential benefits from its possible adoption by grid opera-
tors.
The results of this work have been published in [53], [54], [55], and [56].
6.3 Future Work
• The shunt component of the HPFC is mainly assumed to be a capacitor bank in this
thesis due to its economic advantages. However, other forms of shunt compensation
could be also included and studied.
• The developed dynamic models could be exported and integrated into a power sys-
tem simulator suitable for transient studies, such as PSSrE, which would enable
performing stability studies of particular systems such as the Ontario-Canada power
grid.
• The models developed and presented in this work could be used to perform compar-
ative studies of the HPFC performance vis-a-vis other relevant controllers, to better
evaluate its benefits and shortcomings.
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Tables A.1 to A.5 show the data for the 60 Hz test system depicted in Figure A.1. The
bases for the system parameters are 100 MVA and 20kV/230kV.
Table A.1: Generators
Bus No. PG [p.u.] V [p.u.] QGmax [p.u.] QGmin [p.u.]
1 7 1.03 5 -2
2 7 1.01 5 -2
3 Slack 1.03 – –
4 7 1.01 5 -2
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Figure A.1: Detailed single-line-diagram of the two-area test system.
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Table A.2: Slack generator
Bus No. V [p.u.] δ [rad]
3 1.03 -0.1187
Table A.3: Loads




Table A.4: Transmission lines and transformers
BusFr BusTo r [p.u.] x [p.u.] b [p.u.]
5 6 0.0025 0.025 0.04375
6 7 0.001 0.01 0.0175
7 12 0.00733 0.0733 0.1925
12 9 0.00733 0.0733 0.9625
8 9 0.022 0.22 0.1925
11 10 0.0025 0.025 0.04375
9 10 0.001 0.01 0.0175
7 13 0.022 0.22 0.09625
1 5 0 0.0167 0
2 6 0 0.0167 0
4 10 0 0.0167 0
3 11 0 0.0167 0
Table A.5: Generator cost C (PG) = a+ bPG + cP
2
G
Bus No. a [$/h] b [$/MWh] c [$/MW2h] PGmax [MW]
1 800 20 0.002 2000
2 800 20 0.002 2000
3 1600 40 0.004 2000
4 1600 40 0.004 700
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Appendix B
Potential HPFC Locations in Ontario
Four potential areas of the grid for further study to assess the performance of the HPFC
as per Figure 3.14, based on PV-curves and related studies performed for different loading
scenarios:
a. Ottawa’s 115 kV circuits: These lines provide a looped connection from Hawthorne.
Under normal system conditions, one of the circuits supplies Cyrville, the National
Research Council and approximately half the load at Bilberry Creek. The other
circuit supplies Naven, Wilhaven, Rockland, Cumberland and the remaining half
of Bilberry Creek. Cyrville also has a supply from this 115 kV circuit, between
Hawthorne and King Edward. Under outage conditions involving one of the circuits,
the other one would supply the entire Bilberry Creek load. As the load at these
stations grows, the thermal loading of the circuits may be exceeded, and the voltage
at the stations at the end of the circuits will be difficult to regulate.
b. Bell River’s 115 kV circuits: These lines supply Belle River and Kingsville from Lau-
zon. One of the circuits also extends from Belle River Junction through to Tilbury,
where it supplies Tilbury and Tilbury West. As the load at these stations grows, the
thermal loading of the circuits will be exceeded, especially following the loss of one of
the circuits, and the voltage at the stations at the end of the circuits will be difficult
to regulate.
c. Burlington’s 115 kV circuits: These lines supply Enbridge Westover, Puslinch, Arlen,
Hanlon and half of Cedar from Burlington. Under outage conditions involving circuits
that supply the other half of Cedar, all of the load at Cedar is supplied from these
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circuits. As the load at these stations grows, the thermal loading of the circuits will
be exceeded, especially following the loss of one of the circuits, and the voltage at the
stations at the end of the circuits, in particular at Cedar, will be difficult to regulate.
d. Trafalgar’s 230 kV circuits: These lines are located between Burlington, Trafalgar
and Richview. Under conditions of high generation output in the southwest part of
the province (e.g. maximum gas, wind, and even imports from Michigan) and low
generation east of Toronto, (e.g. Pickering shutdown, one or two Darlington units out
of service, Lennox out of service, and/or exports to Quebec), high power transfers
along this transmission corridor can be observed, so that the loading could exceed
the continuous pre-contingency rating, and thus exceed the short-term emergency
post-contingency rating, following the outage of a single circuit or a pair of circuits




The test system data based on the 12.7 kV, 60 Hz CIGRE test system is shown in Tables
C.1–C.2 for the system depicted in Figure 5.5.
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From To [Ω/km] [Ω/km] [µS/km] [Ω/km] [Ω/km] [µS/km] [km]
1 2 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 1.2
2 3 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 1
3 4 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 0.61
4 5 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 0.56
5 6 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 1.54
6 7 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 0.24
7 8 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 1.67
8 9 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 0.32
9 10 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 0.77
10 11 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 0.33
11 4 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 0.49
3 8 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 1.3
12 13 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 4.89
13 14 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 2.99
14 8 0.282 0.703 3.83 0.351 1.8 1.57 2
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Table C.2: Loads power for the distribution test system















* Subnetwork1 demand is 108 kW and 2052.3 kVAR.
** Subnetwork2 demand is 1054 kW and 1026 kVAR.
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